
Mini DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Video Converter
for Mac/PC, 1920x1200/1080p (M/F) 6-in.
MODEL NUMBER: P137-06N-HDMI

 

Description
Tripp Lite's P137-06N-HDMI, Mini Displayport Male to HDMI Female adapter allows you to connect a Mac or PC

with a Mini Displayport output to a HDMI monitor. Compatible with the Thunderbolt port on Mac computers.

Supports computer video resolutions up to 1920 x 1200, and HD resolutions up to 1080p. Fully molded ends

ensure long life enjoyment. The P137-06N-HDMI is a Passive adapter, and requires that the connected

computer has a DP++ ( DisplayPort ++ ) port, which allows HDMI and DVI signals to be passed through; check

the documentation for your Mini Displayport source for compatibility. 

Features
Connect a HDMI monitor to a Mac or PC with a Mini Displayport output

Compatible with the Thunderbolt port on Mac computers

Plug-and-play convenience—no drivers or software needed

Supports computer video resolutions up to 1920 x 1200, and HD resolutions up to 1080p

HDCP compliant

The P137-06N-HDMI supports transmission of an audio signal as long as it is supported by the Mini

Displayport source. Check the documentation for your Mini Displayport source for compatibility.

The P137-06N-HDMI is a Passive adapter, and requires that the connected computer has a DP++ (

DisplayPort ++ ) port, which allows HDMI and DVI signals to be passed through; check the documentation for

your Mini Displayport source for compatibility.

Specifications

OVERVIEW

Display Style Adapter

Highlights
Connect a HDMI monitor to a

Mac or PC with a Mini Displayport

output

Compatible with the Thunderbolt

port on Mac computers

Plug-and-play convenience—no

drivers or software needed

Supports computer video

resolutions up to 1920 x 1200,

and HD resolutions up to 1080p

HDCP compliant

System Requirements
Mac or PC with a Mini Displayport

port; Compatible with the

Thunderbolt port on Mac

computers

Monitor with a HDMI port

The P137-06N-HDMI supports

transmission of an audio signal

as long as it is supported by the

Mini Displayport source. Check

the documentation for your Mini

Displayport source for

compatibility.

The P137-06N-HDMI is a

Passive adapter, and requires

that the connected computer has

a DP++ ( Displayport ++ ) port,

which allows HDMI and DVI

signals to be passed through;

check the documentation for your

Mini Displayport source for

compatibility.

Package Includes
Keyspan by Tripp Lite

P137-06N-HDMI Mini Displayport

to HDMI Adapter
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INPUT

Cable Length (in.) 6

PHYSICAL

Color White

CONNECTIONS

Connector A MINI DISPLAYPORT (MALE)

Connector B HDMI (FEMALE)

SPECIAL FEATURES

Chromebook Compatible No

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period
(Worldwide) 1-year limited warranty

© 2015 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Photos may differ slightly from final products.
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